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I. INTRODUCTION

Creativity theory states good designs are achieved by having
a multitude of these designs [1]. Exploratory Programming is
the process of trying out designs while writing software. Pro-
grammers have to evaluate these alternative implementations
in order to implement new ideas [2] . These alternatives often
have multiple objectives which might prompt a programmer to
work towards multiple goals in episodes. Episodes are distinct
periods when a programmer works towards a certain goal.
These episodes may be interleaved where programmers com-
pare different episodes [3]. However, there is little research
which focuses on how programmers abstract meaningful and
appropriate information from their exploration of alternatives
to integrate into their current work. We refer to these mean-
ingful abstractions as context.

Context is the coherent story of related alternatives. It
answers questions such as: why the alternative is (or was)
created, what constitutes an alternative, and what differences
exist between alternatives. Programmers need to explore mul-
tiple related alternatives in order to create these context. An
understanding of how programmers build this context unify
the findings from studies on individual pieces of exploratory
programming - evaluation, navigation and implementation - to
provide a holistic view.

For my PhD dissertation, I will study, from a theoretical
perspective, how programmers create, manage and re-create
context. I will use theoretical frameworks to create a model
which helps programmers build context in exploratory pro-
gramming. I will investigate theories, strategies, models and
tools that support exploratory programming. The concept of
context creates a foundation that unites the disparate pieces
of understanding the processes of exploration, evaluation,
navigation in exploratory programming.

II. CONTEXT IN EXPLORATORY PROGRAMMING

Alternative implementations have stories of their own.
When a programmer evaluates these alternatives, he seeks to
find these stories from the alternatives. Why is an alternative
written in this way? How is this alternative different from that
one? What was the meaning behind creating this alternative?
The programmer seeks answer to these question in order
to build a coherent story, a context, to identify the useful
alternatives.

These alternatives are often created in separate episodes
of programming. The artifacts created in one episode have

Fig. 1. Contexts in episodic development

a different shared story to tell. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic
representation of contexts in three different episodes. Each
shape inside an episode box is an artifact. The alternatives of
the same artifact have the same shape. One can create context
from alternatives from the same episode (eg. Context 1A,3)
or different episodes (eg. E1). Related artifacts in the episode
(not alternatives) form another kind of context (eg.1C, 2B).
Sometimes programmers need to delve into a combination of
alternatives and related artifacts across episodes to create a
context.

The programmers build these context repeatedly when eval-
uating the artifacts and makes conscious decisions of which
artifacts fit their purpose. They combine various artifacts built
through continuous exploration to recreate a complete story
before they implement. Understanding how they create this
context is imperative to provide a conceptual framework to
exploratory programming. It will also bolster the tools made to
support processes like exploration, navigation and evaluation
that constitutes exploratory programming.

III. RELATED WORK

Researchers have conducted many empirical studies of
information needs of programmers when designing and imple-
menting their work. It is necessary to understand what causes
these needs and how the information is truly managed and
re-framed to implement [4], [5].

Tools like Hipikat and Mylyn aim to build context from
the task the programmer is performing by measuring their
Degree of Interest (DOI) and Knowledge (DOK) models
[6], [7]. They analyze the artifacts modified by programmer
to recommend relevant software development artifacts. But978-1-5386-0443-4/17/$31.00 c© 2017 IEEE
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programmers create context even from artifacts that they have
not encountered.

Tools like Variolite and Micro-Versioning build on how peo-
ple explore artifacts. The PFIS-V model explains and predicts
how people navigate to useful information by using Variational
Foraging Theory [8] . Variational Foraging Theory stems
Information Foraging Theory which states that programmers
find information useful for their goal by analyzing the value
of the information and the cost to navigate to it [9]. When
the programmer encounters highly valuable information that is
tangential to their goals it causes programmers to deviate from
their planned course of action. Theory of Situated Actions
states that in such unexpected cases, one acts on as much
information available in that situation until they merge or re-
frame their goals [10].

IV. PROPOSED WORK

In this dissertation, I will develop a descriptive and explana-
tory theory of context by studying programmer behavior in the
exploratory domain. This work is in the inception phase.

As I pursue this research, I will follow guidelines from prior
formalizations and established theories to develop a grounded
theory of building context. I will study how people create con-
text from both planned and situated circumstances when they
explore various related artifacts created across episodes. I will
conduct empirical lab studies where participants will be asked
to create a traffic flow simulation program 1. I will conduct
interviews and surveys to understand how programmers create
context from the exploration of existing code.

I will further analyze how the process of context creation
differs when they are exploring code that they have created
themselves from those created by others. I will study how this
context is created from alternatives, co-episodic artifacts and
related artifacts. I will also explore which elements of code
(structure, comments, construct naming etc.) programmers use
to build the context, and their interplay. These findings will
constitute the foundation of the theoretical framework.

Initial observation shows that the context a programmer
creates is affected by factors like the programmers goals, phase
of programming (implementation, ideation, comprehension
etc.) intent behind performing the task (learning, fixing etc.) ,
Ownership, Awareness, and Lens the programmer is looking
through (code history, current code base, or external sources
like stack overflow etc.). I will investigate the role each factor
plays in defining the usefulness of information and context.

Initial analysis suggests that programmers go through dif-
ferent stages of building context in exploratory programming.
Figure 2 describes the five stages of creating context from
existing sources until they successfully reach their goal which
results in re-creating context. I will study these stages - how
programmers create context from existing code, combine the
various contexts to form a complete coherent story, how they
articulate these contexts to understand if it fits their goals,
and how they organize it in their minds to create a mental

1The detailed description of the study is available here: http://web.engr.
oregonstate.edu/∼nelsonni/docs/prompt.pdf

Fig. 2. The cycle of creating and re-creating context

map which they use in case they backtrack or perform ad-hoc
actions, and finally re-create context by integrating the useful
artifacts. V. PLANS AND DISCUSSIONS

The theoretical framework resulting from the proposed work
can be used to prescribe concepts and designs for tools, IDEs
and interfaces. In the first two years, I plan to conduct the lab
studies and build the foundation of the theoretical framework.

The following two years, I will create a model to capture
programmer’s manipulation of context. I will evaluate how
accurately the model imitates the cognitive process of context
building and management of these contexts. I will further
analyze how context can extend the understanding of existing
models and theories of exploratory programming.

In the conclusion of this work, I will create a tool that
supports and improves the process of building context. I will
evaluate how tools integrate with existing ones for exploration,
evaluation and navigations to create deeper understanding and
easier exploratory programming.
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